Mazda 5 headlight problems
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story. This could impact the ability for pedestrians or nearby vehicles to see the SUV,
particularly in low-light conditions when the low- or high-beam headlights aren't in use. Mazda
says that the problem may affect one or both of the DRLs on the vehicles involved in the recall.
The DRLs may flicker or fail to illuminate at all. The problem stems from incorrect specifications
for a gasket that seals a wiring connector. The circuit that controls the DRLs may corrode and
the light s could fail to receive power. Owners should note that no warning indicator will show
before or during a DRL malfunction. Owners who have already paid for a DRL repair for this
problem should contact Mazda customer service to receive reimbursement for the repair cost. A
Mazda spokesperson told Consumer Reports that there haven't been any accidents associated
with this problem. And even if the daytime running lights fail, low- or high-beam headlights will
not be affected, she said. In some cases the dealer may replace the entire headlight unit s , also
at no charge to the owner. The Mazda reference number for this recall is A. The mailing of owner
notification letters is expected to be completed on or before March 6, Create a free account now
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This recall does not include vehicles that have halogen headlights. Jon Linkov I owe my career
to two fateful events: my father buying a Corvette and my purchase of an Audi A4 rather than a
Chevy Tahoe. More From Consumer Reports. Show comments commenting powered by
Facebook. Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. Mazda CX-5 owners have reported 73
problems related to headlights under the exterior lighting category. The most recently reported
issues are listed below. Also please check out the statistics and reliability analysis of Mazda
CX-5 based on all problems reported for the CX Tl- the contact owns a Mazda cx5. The contact
initially received a notification for NHTSA campaign number: 20v exterior lighting however, the
parts to do the repair were unavailable. Fitzgerald Mazda frederick baughmans ln, frederick, MD
was contacted by phone and it was confirmed that the parts were not yet available. Recently,
the contact stated that his passenger side headlight had does not operate as needed. The
manufacturer was made aware of the issue. The failure mileage was approximately 24, VIN tool
confirmed parts distribution disconnect. See all problems of the Mazda CX I have tried since
Feb to get my 20v headlight replacement per the recall issued and the fitgerald Mazda in
annapolis MD told me since then that they couldn't get the parts from Mazda. I was one of the
initial customers to report this issue and received a new headlight assembly for the driver's side
replacement and not six months later, the other side went out. I understand covid limitations but
Mazda needs to provide the parts to comply with this recall correct?. Purchased brand new
Mazda Cx-5 on sept 25, On sept. Several malfunction lights flashed including "power steering
malfunction", "Smart city brake support malfunction". Repeatedly slammed on the brake pedal
and it did not move at all. Tried to swerve to avoid a vehicle but the steering was unresponsive.
Impacted a vehicle at a red light. Mazda service said that there was no indication that the brake
was engaged before the impact except for a "hard brake event" which based on the cdr data
was probably the impact avoidance system braking the vehicle. As an engineer familiar with this
type of system but not this particular system specifically, I suspected a low voltage event that
knocked out the brake booster and power steering. Vehicle was returned from the repair shop
today oct 28, Headlights began to flicker, again an indication of low voltage or faulty wiring. I
received a safety recall notice in March regarding led daytime running lights. I contacted the
Mazda dealership where I purchased my vehicle and took my vehicle in to be serviced July 13,
At this time, I was told by Mazda that the part necessary for the repair was on backorder, and
would be received in approximately three weeks. I called to follow up on this in late August. I
was told by the Mazda service department that the part was on backorder with no eta on its
availability. I have not experienced any problem while driving, but I am filing this complaint
because my recall notice stated that I should report if "Mazda does not repair the defect within a
reasonable amount of time. Due to the recall and defect of my headlights, my vehicle is unable
to pass the safety inspection. My safety inspection was due to be completed in June My vehicle
is now out of compliance with the state. I will be unable to pass the safety inspection until
Mazda replaces and repairs the recalled item. I had a recall for my daytime running headlight
over a year ago, and I took in to the dealership to have it fixed. Now, over a year later they still

don't have the parts in. It's been very frustrating, especially through the winter months. One
daytime running light is now flickering. I am sure the other one will fail soon also! Of course it is
also a proven safety feature!. Led running lights flickering only miles, past the 36 month
warranty. Many complaints online about this problem. Mazda should extend warranty to , Not
safe and to costly to repair. The daytime running lights on the passenger side failed. The
process to repair the lights is exorbitantly expensive and I believe will dissuade consumers
from getting them repaired due to the high cost. Dissuading customers from getting this
repaired is a serious safety issue. The repair requires the entire headlight to be replaced, and
also requires removing and reinstalling the front bumper assembly. This is just to replace a
light! Driver side headlight day time led light flickers and it has half of the intensity compared
with the other headlight if driven or stationary. This condition started to become noticeable two
months ago and it is getting worse and close to the point that the dtl led is not visible anymore
and the entire headlight unit must be replaced. Mazda knows about the condition and claims
that this is not a safety issue and refuses to replace it. Many complaints on google of flickering
daytime running lights on headlights that are a hazard and distraction to oncoming drivers, may
cause seizures for some. Lighting is necessary and if it is faulty, it becomes dangerou. S this
needs to be corrected and Mazda needs to take respinsibility. Too many vehicle owners are
having this problem. Noticed passenger side led headlight flickering while stopped behind
another car at traffic light. Inspected the light once I get home and found the day time running
portion of the head light assembly is the problem. It now flickers at all times since this comes
one during the day automatically. The daytime running light on my Mazda Cx-5 grand touring
started flickering on the driver's side a few weeks ago. I've had other drivers honk or flash their
lights at me during the day oncoming traffic most certainly due to the annoyance of the
flickering led. This seems to pose a safety hazard to others and myself. I believe this is a safety
concern to other drivers especially those that have an adverse reaction to the strobe-effect
nature of the flickering light that can trigger seizures. It is also a safety concern to me if I'm less
visible to oncoming traffic. Passenger side front daytime running light failed at 40k miles, just
outside of warranty period. Unacceptable to pay for the technology package for led daytime
running lights only for them to die at just over 3 years. Wrote a letter to Mazda north America
corporate office 4 months ago but no response. The led daytime running light in both the right
and left headlight assembly have failed. On one side the entire led strip has failed and on the
other side the led strip is flashing. This lends itself to my car being less visible: as well as'
being a distraction to other drivers seeing the flashing in the rear view mirror. These problems
were not the result of any incident, the led strips just failed from normal use in a much shorter
span than appropriate. Because this is a safety issue, and one apparently known to Mazda, this
should be a recall. I see so many complaints with the headlights on online forums and no recall
has been made by Mazda over this issue. This is obviously a manufacturing defect and needs to
be fixed via a recall and not charge customers for an expensive full headlight console
replacement. What is the use of getting a more expensive tech package for these lights at the
time of purchase when they don't even work for 3 years. Led daytime running lights
systematically fail. Driver's side failed at just under 36, miles. Passenger side failed at 53, miles.
The failure requires complete replacement of headlight unit. Flickering or failing lights are a
distraction for oncoming traffic. Lack of drl may violate some state laws. The driver's headlight
halo for the daylight running lights was having issues at 30, This is ridiculous. I noticed it while
driving and seeing the less bright reflection coming off the car in front of me at a stop light for
the passenger side. My husband noticed differences between the headlight brightness as I
drove behind him. After parking, he inspected the lights and noticed flickering in the passenger
side led daytime running light. The car has 29, miles. The daytime running light is a safety
feature, and it's unacceptable that Mazda is taking no responsibility with what appears to be a
known defective part. Two different dealerships have said they are familiar with the problem
since they have done repairs. I called up the Mazda customer experience and did not receive a
good experience since they said they needed a diagnostic when you can clearly see the light
flickers visually. The car only has miles on it. This should be covered because headlights
should not need replacing this soon. Car has only 56, miles. Led lights should not fail this early.
Numerous complaints on internet. Visibility of these vehicles has been severely compromised
due to faulty design and manufacture of something that should last for the life of the vehicle.
Last year, the driver side daytime running led headlight started flickering for a few months, then
went completely dark. Car was still under warranty, so it was replaced for free. Now the
passenger side daytime running led headlight is doing the same thing. I went online and found
hundreds of identical complaints. There should be a recall. The passenger side drl has already
failed and was replaced by Mazda part and I paid for labor. Manufacturer's defective design. I
will have to again call Mazda corp. To ask for assistance. Approximate miles listed below. The

passenger side led daytime running light became dim and flickering at about mileage. At the
time of the malfunction the vehicle was being driven during the day on a city street. The
enclosed picture shows the vehicle in an unlighted garage. This creates a safety issue. This
same problem has been reported many times on online forums. The vehicle manual states that
failure of any bulb or light in the headlight cluster necessitates replacement of the whole unit.
The led daytime running lights flicker and go off without warning. This has happened to both
sides of my headlights at 50k and 55k miles. A recall is desperately needed for this before
someone is hurt, or worse killed, by these faulty parts. Tl the contact owns a Mazda Cx The
contact received notification of NHTSA campaign number: 20v exterior lighting however, the
part to do the recall repair was not yet available. The contact stated that the manufacturer had
exceeded a reasonable amount of time for the recall repair. The contact stated that while his
daughter was turning into the driveway, he noticed that the headlights were not illuminated. The
vehicle was taken to ramsey auto center hickman rd, urbandale, IA to be diagnosed. The contact
was informed that the daytime running light failed and needed to be replaced. The manufacturer
was notified of the failure however, no further assistance was provided. The failure mileage was
approximately , Parts distribution disconnect. My Cx-5 gt is now out of warranty based on
model year, although it only has miles on it. I have the same problem as almost every other
owner of this make and model, which is that the led daytime running lights on one side so far
have stopped working. Led's do not burn out in just a few years, so the problem is in the wiring
inside the headlight assembly. It is an obvious manufacturing defect that Mazda will not
acknowledge. Passenger side led daytime running lights no longer function. Mazda is aware of
the issue, and since the warranty is no longer valid, they refuse to address the problem. This
issue has been reported frequently in online forums and has multiple complaints logged on this
site. Mazda should be required to recall these headlights as it is clearly a manufacturing defect
that imposes a safety risk to the driver and others sharing the road. Driver side led daytime
running lights began to dim directly after warranty expired, reducing daytime visibility and
therefore increasing driving risk. This issue has been reported frequently in online forums, and
has multiple complaints logged on this site. Mazda should be required to recall these
headlights, as it imposes a risk to all associated drivers, and costs thousands of dollars for the
consumer to repair an obvious manufacturer error. Daytime running lights failed at the 3-year
mark. Original headlights halogen bulbs are still working fine. No way a halogen should outlast
an led. This is an obvious design flaw or an attempt at designed obsolescence gone wrong.
Either way, this is a safety issue. I travel alone and it wasn't till someone else pointed out my
lights were out that I even noticed. I contacted Mazda case and was told that because it was
outside the warranty on milage there was nothing they could do. Looking at several boards I
know I'm not the only one with this issue. Passenger side daylight led headlight quite working.
This is a fairly common issue for this vehicle. This is a safety concern and needs to be
investigated. Mazda is ignoring this issue. This issue smells like a Mazda scam to me. Please
investigate. Vehicle showed no warning or malfunctioning lights on the dashboard as other
vehicles do when lights fail. This fault would never be noticed by an average driver my coworker
driving in front of me called me to notify me. Properly functioning headlights are essential to the
safety of the driver and other drivers as well. The headlights on this vehicle have numerous
reported cases and no recall has been issued forcing owners to pay thousands out of pocket for
a known issue as I will once my warranty expires. Problem with the passenger side led daytime
running light. I examined the light in my garage later on and noticed that the light was also
flickering in a random pattern. I was not able to get coverage under warranty because I was 10k
over the 36k limit. Mazda is aware of the issue and has been replacing these headlight
assemblies with a revised version that addresses the issue. A recall has not been initiated even
though there are many complaints of this issue on forums and the NHTSA website. Led daytime
running lamps failed,. Lost left driver side drl headlight. Also noticing the same situation on
other vehicles shown goo and failure in pics. Car Problems. Headlights problem of the Mazda
CX-5 1. Headlights problem of the Mazda CX-5 2. Headlights problem of the Mazda CX-5 3.
Headlights problem of the Mazda CX-5 4. Headlights problem of the Mazda CX-5 5. Headlights
problem of the Mazda CX-5 6. Headlights problem of the Mazda CX-5 7. Headlights problem of
the Mazda CX-5 8. Headlights problem of the Mazda CX-5 9. Headlights problem of the Mazda
CX-5 Problem Category Number of Problems Headlights problems Exterior Lighting problems.
Turn Signal problems. Headlight Switch problems. Hazard Flashing Warning Light Unit
problems. So how do you find out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's
not us. Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit
service, contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this
page Email this page. Add Complaint. The contact owns a Mazda Cx The local dealer was not
contacted or notified of the failure. The manufacturer was contacted however, no further

assistance was provided. The failure mileage was 12, The daytime running lights have stopped
working on both head lights. The head lights are the ones that self level and turn when the car
turns. Search CarComplaints. Driver side headlight day time led light flickers and it has half of
the intensity compared with the other headlight if driven or stationary. This condition started to
become noticeable two months ago and it is getting worse and close to the point that the dtl led
is not visible anymore and the entire headlight unit must be replaced. Mazda knows about the
condition and claims that this is not a safety issue and refuses to replace it. My Cx-5 GT is now
out of warranty based on model year, although it only has miles on it. I have the same problem
as almost every other owner of this make and model, which is that the led daytime running
lights on one side so far have stopped working. Led's do not burn out in just a few years, so the
problem is in the wiring inside the headlight assembly. It is an obvious manufacturing defect
that Mazda will not acknowledge. Led daytime running lights do not work causing my vehicle
not to be as visible as it should be on the road during daylight hours. All the other lights are
also led. I am worried about future performance. Led running lights flickering only miles, past
the 36 month warranty. Mazda should extend warranty to , Passenger side day time running led
light stopped working just after 3 yr warranty expired. There is a lot of reports of similar issues
with the model. At 76, the driver's daytime running light failed to illuminate when the car is
running. This is a safety hazard. Before it went completely out I noticed it flickered. Many
complaints on google of flickering daytime running lights on headlights that are a hazard and
distraction to oncoming drivers, may cause seizures for some. Lighting is necessary and if it is
faulty, it becomes dangerou. S this needs to be corrected and Mazda needs to take
respinsibility. Too many vehicle owners are having this problem. At 30, miles, but out of
warranty the driver's day time running light started flickering and at times was completely out.
Noticed passenger side led headlight flickering while stopped behind another car at traffic light.
Inspected the light once I get home and found the day time running portion of the head light
assembly is the problem. It now flickers at all times since this comes one during the day
automatically. The daytime running light on my Mazda Cx-5 grand touring started flickering on
the driver's side a few weeks ago. This seems to pose a safety hazard to others and myself. I
believe this is a safety concern to other drivers especially those that have an adverse reaction
to the strobe-effect nature of the flickering light that can trigger seizures. Because this is a
safety issue, and one apparently known to Mazda, this should be a recall. Led drl halo started
dim flickering at 39, miles on passenger side. Burnt out completely. A short time later. A very
expensive repair that should be covered with a factory recall. This is my second Cx-5 and my
eighth overall Mazda. My plan was to purchase my 3rd Cx-5 in Jan Passenger side front daytime
running light failed at 40K miles, just outside of warranty period. Unacceptable to pay for the
technology package for led daytime running lights only for them to die at just over 3 years.
Wrote a letter to Mazda North America corporate office 4 months ago but no response. Not what
you are looking for? Search for something else:. Posted by victoriamgclub Feb 24, Mazda 5 0.
Although this adjustment may seem easy thanks to the thumbwheel on your dashboard, a
complete adjustment is much more technical than this basic manipulation, and in this post, we
are going to discover how to adjust the headlights of your Mazda 5? To do this, first we will
discover why you need to adjust your high beams, and secondly how to adjust the headlights of
your Mazda 5. For many of us, our headlights are adjusted well enough, and they seem to light
up enough at night. Sadly this is not constantly the case and looking at this setting, either
because the headlights on your Mazda 5 are not bright enough, or because you have the feeling
that they are too weak is a good idea. First of all, the headlight adjustment of a Mazda 5 must be
achieved for a basic safety reason. On the other hand, if your headlights are too powerful, even
if you are supposed to switch to low beam lights when you pass a vehicle, the time needed to
make this switch will generally expose the driver in front of you to the headlight beam of your
Mazda 5. It is consequently essential for others as well as for you to have an optimal adjustment
of your headlights. Furthermore to safety, there is a law that regulates the power, the
adjustment of motor vehicle headlights articles R of the Highway Code , here is what it
specifies: have between 2 and 4 headlights that illuminate at least meters. We will now proceed
to the part that concerns you the most in this post, how to adjust the headlights of his Mazda 5?
This adjustment may seem a bit complex, but by following the guidance you should have the
ability to complete it without too much issue. Once your vehicle is in position, you will turn on
your dipped beam and make a cross-shaped mark one horizontal and one vertical section in the
middle of the beam that will be projected on the wall. Check with a level that both parts of the
cross are straight. Then back your vehicle up to a distance of between 7 and 10 metres. For the
rest of the procedure here are the steps to stick to:. If you want to adjust the fog lights on your
Mazda 5, please go through our content on this subject matter. Whenever you have any
additional questions about the Mazda 5, do not hesitate to consult our Mazda 5 category. How to

adjust headlights on Mazda 5? Previous How to adjust headlights on Scion xB? Next How to
adjust headlights on Jeep Cherokee? About The Author. Related Posts. Search for:. How to fix
gearbox leak on Infiniti Q50? How to fold the front seat down on Ford F ? How to fold the front
seat down on Volkswagen Tiguan? How to fold the back seat down in my Honda Civic? When to
change shock absorbers Jeep Patriot? How to fix locked key on my Chevrolet Cobalt? Steering
wheel that squeaks on Fiat ? How to remove the bumper from a Land Rover Discovery Sport?
How to clean Vauxhall Corsa engine? How to fold side mirrors on a Ford Kuga? If your Mazda
CX-5 hid xenon headlights low beam have problem, like light failure, dipped beam not working,
flickering or have any other issues, you only need to change or replacement related original
xenon parts like: ballast, gas discharge bulb, igniter or wire harnes
compupool control unit
ducati manuals download
92 silverado dash
s, cable to repair your HID light is ok, no need to cost a lot of money to buy a whole brand new
headlight assembly like the car dealer suggest. If you find the right part you want to order here,
don't hesitate to email us. Our email address is: oemxenonshop gmail. Ps: In order to get more
effective and faster communication, please email us with the following details:. Please let us
know where are you come from We can check shipping cost to your place directly with this
information. Email us the production year and model of your car. It's better to show us the
picture of the part you need or tell us the part number. The order quantity you need. We
normally use express to do the shipment, working days, the goods will arrive you. Alfa Romeo.
Aston Martin. Land Rover. Mercedes Benz. Rolls-Royce motor cars. Vauxhall Opel. About
Shipping Detail. About Payment Detail. Don't need to replace the whole headlight assembly, just
need to change the lenses and then your headlights can back to life.

